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Alright, let’s learn the alphabet. 

And also, if you want to speak and understand Russian, check out 
RussianPod101.  

You get audio/video lessons by real teachers who teach you conversations. 
Just 3-15 minutes per lesson. So you can start speaking in minutes and they 
explain every word and grammar rule. Very easy and fun Russian Learning 
Course for beginners. 

Click here to get a Free Lifetime Account at RussianPod101 now. 

Part 1. How to Learn & Write the Russian Alphabet 

 What you need first is a chart showing all characters. So, look below. Lots of familiar 
letters right? Well, a lot of them are false friends. 

The only letters here you can trust are A, T, M, K and possibly E.
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If you’re interested in learning how to read and write in Russian cursive/learn the Russian 
cursive alphabet, just hold on for now

For now… let’s do the letters first.

Here’s the learning process to follow to master the alphabet in an hour or less.

• Get a sheet that shows all the hiragana characters all at once.

You already have the picture of the Russian alphabet above. Good. 

Then, follow these 6 steps.

1. The Russian Alphabet is split into four groups just for ease and convenience.
2. Memorize the characters’ romanized versions.
3. Write them down. Match them up with the Russian characters.
4. Keep in mind any similiarites/associations that will help you remember the 

characters. I will point them out.
5. Then write out the Russian characters for quick practice.
6. Repeat for every group of letters.

Ready? I’ll walk you throw these steps.

1) Group One: The first 8 Russian letters. First, memorize the first 8 Russian letters in 
romanized form. 

• Spend three minutes or so.

Ah, Beh, Veh, Geh, Deh, Ye, Yo, Zhe
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Now… before we start writing them out and matching them up to the Russian letters… 
here are some things to remember:

• “A” is exactly the same. Just pronounced “Ah”
• The “B” is not a B. It has a V sound.
• “G” looks like a gun. Easy association to remember.
• “E” is Ye.
• Add two dots on top of “E” and it becomes YO.
• Zhe is nothing but an X with a line in the middle.

Now, let's match them up and write them out. Spend 5 minutes here. Write down the 
Russian letter, the Roman letter, and the pronunciation, which I’ve had you memorize. 
FYI, knowing the pronunciation is necessary because that’s how Russians recite the 
alphabet. The roman letters are there just so you know the equivalent.
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2) The Second Group of Russian Letters

Again, first, memorize the Romanized form of the next 8 letters.

Zeh, Ee, Iy, Ka, El, Em, En, O

Things to remember.

• “Zeh” looks like the number 3
• Remember “Ee” as a backwards N.
• “Iy” is just adding a line above that backwards N.
• K, M, and O are exactly the same.
• “En” looks like an H.

Now, let's match them up and write them out.
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3) The Third Group of Russian Letters

Next up, memorize these 8.

Peh, Er, Es, Teh, Oo, Ef, Ha, Tse

Things to remember.

• Their R looks like a P.
• Their S looks like a C.
• T is exacly the same.
• Their X is an H.

Again, match them up and write them out for practice. Don’t worry, one more group left.
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4) The Fourth and Last Group of Russian Letters. Last one. Though, it’s a bit tough. 
Once again, take 3 minutes to memorize/recite these.

Che, Sha, Shya, Hard Sign, Yeru, Soft sign,Eh, Yoo, Ya.

Note: The hard sign, soft sign and yeru don’t have actual sounds. They modify the 
consonants which they follow. It’s a bit complicated, but lets keep it simple and skip it for 
now… we’re mastering the alphabet first.

Things To Remember:

• Che looks like the number 4
• Sh is a light sh sound, like in bush. Your tongue is all the way on the floor of your 

lower jaw in the gums as you say this.
• Shya is a more of a sharper sound.. like in Sham. Your tongue is behind your lower 

teeth as you say this.
• Hard sign, soft sign and yeru aren’t the actual sounds. Just the names of the 

characters.
• Ya looks like a backwards R.

Match them up and write them out for practice.
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Conclusion 

Hopefully you’ve managed to do this in under an hour.

Now that you’ve learned the Russian alphabet… you MUST… absolutely MUST start 
reading and writing. Why? Because easy come easy go. If you don’t use this, you’ll forget 
it as fast as you’ve learned it.

If not, don’t worry. Everything comes soon enough. You’ll notice that you’ll need to refer 
back to the alphabet as you read/write. Not to worry. That’s a good thing. You’re only 
reinforcing what you’ve learned.

Okay, you can write. But you also want to hear the sounds of the letters too, right?

Then I suggest RussianPod101 if you want to learn Russian.

You get audio/video lessons by real teachers who teach you conversations. 
Just 3-15 minutes per lesson. So you can start speaking in minutes and they 
explain every word and grammar rule. Very easy and fun Russian Learning 
Course for beginners. 

Click here to get a Free Lifetime Account at RussianPod101 now. 
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